Taking advantage of the Gaia Data Release 2, recent studies have revisited the evolution of carbon-polluted white dwarfs (DQs) across a large range of effective temperatures. These analyses have clearly confirmed the existence of two distinct DQ evolutionary sequences: one with normal-mass white dwarfs and one with heavily polluted and generally more massive objects. The first sequence is thought to result from the dredge-up of carbon from the core, while the second could at least partially be made of descendants of Hot DQs. However, the evolution of carbon-polluted white dwarfs below 6500 K remains unexplored, mainly due to the theoretical difficulties associated with modelling their dense atmospheres. In this work, we present a detailed star-bystar analysis of cool carbon-polluted white dwarfs. Our recently improved atmosphere models allow us to obtain good fits to most objects, including very cool DQpec white dwarfs with strongly shifted C 2 molecular bands. We show that cool carbon-polluted white dwarfs keep following the two distinct evolutionary tracks previously identified at higher temperatures. We also find that most DQ white dwarfs transform into DQpec when their photospheric densities exceed ≈ 0.15 g cm −3 . However, we identify stars for which the DQ→DQpec transition occurs at lower photospheric densities, possibly due to the presence of a strong magnetic field.
INTRODUCTION
A DQ star is a white dwarf whose spectrum is dominated by carbon features. Depending on the effective temperature of a DQ white dwarf, the spectroscopic signature of carbon can take different forms. For warm DQ white dwarfs (T eff ≈ 10,000 − 16,000 K), carbon is detected as C i atomic lines. At lower temperatures (T eff < 10,000 K), the formation of the C 2 molecule leads to the appearance of strong molecular bands, the most prominent being the Swan bands (4500 − 6000 ). Spectroscopic analyses of cool DQ white dwarfs using atmosphere models have shown that the atmosphere of those objects is dominated by helium and polluted by small quantities of carbon (−7 < log C/He < −2, e.g., Koester et al. 1982; Weidemann & Koester 1995; Dufour et al. 2005; Koester & Knist 2006) . The presence of carbon in the atmosphere of DQ stars implies the existence of a mechanism that thwarts the efficient gravitational settling at play in white dwarfs. For most DQs, this mechanism is the transport of carbon from the deep interior by the helium E-mail: sblouin@lanl.gov convection zone (Pelletier et al. 1986; Fontaine & Brassard 2005) . In fact, for the bulk of objects, the observed monotonic decrease of log C/He with decreasing T eff (Dufour et al. 2005; Koester & Knist 2006; Kepler et al. 2016 ) is well accounted for by this model (e.g., Coutu et al. 2019 , Figure  12 ). However, the dredge-up model fails to explain the observed composition of a second sequence of DQ white dwarfs that, for a given T eff , have carbon abundances about one order of magnitude higher than the main DQ sequence (e.g., Coutu et al. 2019, Figure 12 ). As clearly revealed by the Gaia DR2 parallaxes, above T eff ≈ 10,000 K, this second sequence is made of more massive objects ( M ≈ 1 M , Coutu et al. 2019; Koester & Kepler 2019) . The problem is that highmass evolutionary sequences simply cannot match the slope of the observed decrease of log C/He with decreasing T eff (Brassard et al. 2007 , Figure 1 ). The fact that evolutionary models fail to account for the atmospheric composition of those objects-while successfully accounting for the composition of DQs on the first sequence-clearly suggests that another scenario than the dredge-up model must be invoked to explain carbon pollution in the second sequence. The pre-ferred scenario is that they are the product of the evolution of another white dwarf spectral type, Hot DQs (Coutu et al. 2019) . The spectra of Hot DQ white dwarfs are characterized by C i and C ii atomic lines (Liebert et al. 2003) . Model atmosphere analyses have shown that those stars have carbon-dominated atmospheres and effective temperatures ranging from 18,000 to 24,000 K (Dufour et al. , 2008 . Hot DQ white dwarfs are thought to originate from merged white dwarfs (Dunlap 2015; Dunlap & Clemens 2015) . This hypothesis is supported by the high velocity dispersion of those objects, which suggests that they are much older than the age inferred from their atmospheric parameters. As a merger event would lead to a significant reheating, the cooling age derived from the temperature becomes meaningless, which naturally explains the mismatch with the kinematic age. Many pieces of evidence support the idea that, at least above T eff ≈ 10,000 K, the second DQ sequence is made of the descendants of Hot DQs: (1) the second sequence connects nicely with the Hot DQs in a T eff −log C/He diagram (Dufour et al. 2013; Coutu et al. 2019) , thus suggesting a common evolutionary origin; (2) DQs from the second sequence have similar kinematic properties as Hot DQs (Dunlap & Clemens 2015; Coutu et al. 2019 ) 1 ; (3) both populations are characterized by high masses (Dunlap et al. submitted, Coutu et al. 2019) .
The very recent studies of Coutu et al. (2019) and Koester & Kepler (2019) represent an important step forward in our understanding of the evolution of carbonpolluted white dwarfs. However, their analyses stop short of investigating the evolution of DQ white dwarfs at very cool effective temperatures (T eff < 6500 K). Cool, helium-rich white dwarf atmospheres are characterized by high photospheric densities (e.g., Blouin et al. 2017, Figure 13 ). Under such conditions, the radiative opacities, the equation of state and the chemical equilibrium can significantly differ from the ideal gas results (Kowalski & Saumon 2006; Kowalski et al. 2007; Blouin et al. 2018a; Rohrmann 2018) . In particular, the C 2 Swan bands undergo a density-driven distortion that has been attributed to a shift of the electronic transition energy (Kowalski 2010) . White dwarfs with such distorted Swan bands are known as DQpec stars (Hall & Maxwell 2008) . For a lack of atmosphere models accounting for those highdensity effects, Coutu et al. (2019) have ignored all DQpec white dwarfs from their analysis as well as all DQs with an effective temperature below 6000 K. Regarding the study of Koester & Kepler (2019) , a crude analysis of DQpec white dwarfs was performed assuming a constant effective temperature and carbon abundance for all objects. Based on this analysis, they concluded that DQpec white dwarfs might be massive objects that are the descendants of the Hot DQs.
The aim of this work is to establish the evolution of DQ white dwarfs at very cool effective temperatures (T eff < 6500 K). This is done using our recently improved atmosphere models and a sample of all known cool DQ white dwarfs. Our models and the selection of our sample are described in Section 2. We present our model atmosphere analysis in Section 3 and the implications of our results on the 1 We note, however, that the recent results of Cheng et al. (2019) indicate that a merger time delay alone cannot not fully explain the kinematic ages of the massive DQs of the second sequence. evolution of carbon-polluted white dwarfs in Section 4. Finally, our main conclusions are given in Section 5.
METHODOLOGY

Atmosphere models
The atmosphere code used in this work is identical to that described in Blouin et al. (2019) . This code is uniquely suited for the study of cool helium-rich white dwarfs as it includes an accurate description of the effects of a high helium density on the chemical equilibrium and on the radiative opacities (Blouin et al. 2018a,b, and references therein) . The opacity of the C 2 Swan bands is computed with a line-by-line approach that uses a linelist provided by J. O. Hornkohl (private communication), which was obtained following the methodology described in Parigger et al. (2015) . Moreover, following the work of Kowalski (2010) , we include a densitydriven shift of the electronic transition energy of the Swan bands. This shift is computed as ∆T e (eV) = αρ(g cm −3 ), where α = 0.2 as empirically determined in Blouin et al. (2019, Section 3.3) . 2 We use a 3-dimensional grid of model atmospheres, with T eff varying from 4000 K to 9000 K in steps of 500 K, log g from 7.0 to 9.0 in steps of 0.5 dex, and log C/He from −9.0 to −4.0 in steps of 0.5 dex. Note that our models do not include any hydrogen. This is justified by the finding that for T eff < 8000 K the CH G band should be visible even for hydrogen abundances that lead to a negligible impact on the model and on the derived atmospheric parameters Coutu et al. 2019) . Only one object in our sample, G99−37 (GJ 1086), displays a CH G band. For this object, we rely on the solution already provided in Blouin et al. (2019) .
One major caveat of our models is the current uncertainty surrounding ultraviolet opacities. The carbon atomic lines are included using the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD, Piskunov et al. 1995; Kupka et al. 1999; Ryabchikova et al. 2015) . However, as discussed in Coutu et al. (2019) and Koester & Kepler (2019) , many carbon lines in the ultraviolet are predicted to be much stronger and wider than they appear in observed spectra. This problem is probably at the origin of a ≈ 0.05 M shift of the peak of the DQ mass distribution with respect to that of DA and DB white dwarfs (Coutu et al. 2019 ). This finding casts some doubts on the absolute values of the derived atmospheric parameters, but the effect on the relative values between objects is expected to be minimal. 
Observational data
Our sample is made of all known cool (T eff < 7000K) carbonpolluted white dwarfs. To identify which objects to include in our sample, we relied on the Montreal White Dwarf Database (MWDD, Dufour et al. 2017 ) and on the sample of Koester & Kepler (2019) . Objects already fitted in Blouin et al. (2019) or Coutu et al. (2019) are not analysed in Section 3, since these fits were performed using the same atmosphere code (i.e., same input physics) as the one used in the present work. Nevertheless, those stars are included in our study of the evolution of cool carbon-polluted white dwarfs (Section 4). For every object in our sample, we have retrieved the Gaia DR2 parallax measurement (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016 , as well as the ugriz photometry from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Alam et al. 2015) and the grizy photometry from the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS, Chambers et al. 2016 ) when available. Table 1 lists the observational data for the 37 objects included in our sample. Also shown is the source of the spectrum used to derive the C/He abundance ratio as well as the available information about the presence of magnetic fields at the surface of those objects.
RESULTS
To extract the atmospheric parameters from the photometric and spectroscopic data, we follow the procedure described in Dufour et al. (2005) . The first step consists of finding T eff and the solid angle π(R/D) 2 by fitting the synthetic photometry to the photometric observations (we use both the ugriz and grizy photometry when an object is in SDSS and Pan-STARRS). Since the distance D is already known from the Gaia parallax, the radius R can be obtained. From there, we compute the mass M and the surface gravity log g using evolutionary models similar to those described in Fontaine et al. (2001) , assuming C/O cores and log M He /M = −2. Then, while keeping T eff and log g constant, we determine log C/He by adjusting the synthetic spectrum to the observed Swan bands. The C/He ratio thus found is usually different from the abundance initially assumed for the photometric fit. We therefore repeat this procedure (i.e., the photometric and the spectroscopic fits) until T eff , log g and log C/He converge to a definitive solution.
In the case of SDSS J111341.33+014641.7, we did not follow the procedure outlined above. This star shows extremely strong and atypically distorted molecular bands (Figure 1 ) that our models are completely unable to reproduce. Therefore, we estimated the C/He ratio by manually adjusting log C/He to match the depth of the bands. Obviously, this approximative procedure leads to high uncertainties on the atmospheric parameters. Table 2 lists the atmospheric parameters found following our fitting procedure (SDSS J161847.38+061155.2 is omitted from this table, see Section 3.1) and Figure 2 displays our fit to the spectroscopic data. Note that stars that were already analysed in Blouin et al. (2019) are not shown in Figure 2 as we assumed the same atmospheric parameters as those determined in that work (since our atmosphere code is unchanged). Most of the fits presented in Figure 2 are satisfactory. The shape and position of the Swan bands are generally well reproduced, even for the most extreme objects. In particular, our model matches the very deep absorption bands of SDSS J131146.93+292351.1 (GSC2U J131147.2+292348) much more closely than what was obtained with previous atmosphere codes (Carollo et al. 2003; Dufour et al. 2005) . Moreover, we achieve a good fit for the most extreme DQpec white dwarfs of our sample (i.e., SDSS J124739.05+064604.6, SDSS J082955.77+183532.6, and SDSS J180302.57+232043, the three coolest star in Figure 2) . Our models successfully reproduce the pronounced shift of the Swan bands for the high densities encountered at the photosphere of those objects (ρ ≈ 0.7 g cm −3 ).
Problematic objects
That being said, there is a rather diverse group of objects (BD−18 3019B, SDSS J111341.33+014641.7, SDSS J133359.86+001654.8, SDSS J161414.12+172900.5, SDSS J183500.21+642917.0, SDSS J223224.00−074434.3, SDSS J225901.16+215843.9) for which our models underestimate the amplitude of the Swan bands shift. The problem for those objects is that the effective temperature inferred from the photometric fit is too high to result in a photospheric density that would be high enough to sufficiently shift the Swan bands. The origin of the problem is unclear since these objects span a wide range of effective temperatures, carbon abundances and surface gravities. One possibility is that the empirically determined ∆T e (eV) = 0.2ρ(g cm −3 ) shift, while valid for most objects, is too simplistic to properly capture the distortion of Swan bands under all physical conditions. Another possibility, also discussed in Blouin et al. (2019) in the context of other problematic objects, is that those stars may harbour a strong magnetic field that could affect their structures through the suppression of convection (Tremblay et al. 2015; Gentile Fusillo et al. 2018 ) and their radiative opacities through the magnetic distortion of the C 2 Swan bands (Liebert et al. 1978; Bues 1991 Bues , 1999 ; Berdyugina et al. 2005 Berdyugina et al. , 2007 . This scenario is compatible with the currently accessible spectropolarimetric data, since two out of those seven objects do show the presence of a magnetic field (SDSS J111341.33+014641.7 and SDSS J133359.86+001654.8, Schmidt et al. 2003) . 3 A serious challenge to this hypothesis, however, is the existence of highly magnetized DQ white dwarfs with undistorted Swan bands (GJ 1086, Berdyugina et al. 2007; WD 1235+422, Vornanen et al. 2013 . It is unclear how a strong magnetic field could induce a shift in some stars and not in others. Another peculiar object is SDSS J161847.38+061155.2. The SDSS spectrum of this object appears to show distorted Swan bands (Figure 1 ), but the effective temperature derived from the photometry (8700 K) is a few thousand degrees hotter than any other known DQpec white dwarf. A visual inspection of the SDSS and Pan-STARRS images has revealed that the field is not especially crowded so that the photometry does not seem to be contaminated by a blend of 3 No spectropolarimetric measurements are available for the remaining five objects. multiple objects. SDSS J161847.38+061155.2 could possibly be an unresolved binary, although this hypothesis is unlikely given the very high surface gravity of log g = 8.6 (and thus the small effective radius) obtained from the Gaia parallax. Figure 3 shows how the carbon abundance evolves with decreasing T eff in DQ/DQpec white dwarfs. This figure clearly demonstrates that the two DQ sequences previously identified at T eff 6500 K continue their courses down to the coolest DQpec white dwarfs. More precisely, a large fraction of DQpecs appears to correspond to the evolved versions of the "normal" DQs (i.e., normal-mass objects for which the atmospheric carbon originates from the dredgeup process) and a smaller fraction, the more massive and carbon-rich objects (e.g., SDSS J111341.33+014641.7 and SDSS J133359.86+001654.8), are likely descendants of Hot DQs. We note, however, that the origin of the normal-mass white dwarfs that lie above the main DQ sequence remains unclear.
THE EVOLUTION OF COOL DQ/DQpec WHITE DWARFS
The low-T eff portion of the two DQ sequences
These results, based on a detailed star-by-star analysis, imply that DQpec white dwarfs cannot all be descendants of Hot DQs as proposed by Koester & Kepler (2019) . Note that their conclusion was reached based on the high surface gravities obtained from the Gaia parallaxes and SDSS photometry while assuming a fixed effective temperature and carbon abundance for all DQpec white dwarfs. In hindsight, the T eff = 7500 K and log C/He = −5 values assumed for all objects by Koester & Kepler (2019) were unrealistic, which explains why they found an average surface gravity of log g = 8.625.
Another argument of Koester & Kepler (2019) to support the scenario that DQpec white dwarfs are massive objects is that a high surface gravity can help increase the photospheric density and thus explain the density-driven shift of the Swan bands. However, our atmosphere models clearly demonstrate that this shift can happen in log g = 8 white dwarfs. A high photospheric density can be achieved as long as the effective temperature and the carbon abundance are low enough (Figure 4) . A cool, carbon-poor atmosphere has fewer free electrons than a hot, carbon-rich atmosphere, which implies that He − free-free (the main opacity in the atmosphere of those objects) is less prominent. This leads to a more transparent atmosphere and thus a photosphere that is located deeper in the star.
There is one object in Figure 3 that is an obvious outlier from the two DQ sequences. The very low log C/He value obtained for LHS 1126 in Blouin et al. (2019) implies that it is significantly below the main DQ sequence. However, the atmospheric parameters of this object remain highly uncertain as current models do not allow a satisfactory fit of its spectral energy distribution (SED). Many fits have been attempted, but none can explain all its SED from the ultraviolet to the mid-infrared (Bergeron et al. 1994; Wolff et al. 2002; Giammichele et al. 2012; Blouin et al. 2019 ). The challenge resides in simultaneously fitting its Lyα red wing, distorted Swan bands and infrared flux depletion.
The DQ→DQpec transition
Another interesting aspect of the evolution of cool carbonpolluted white dwarfs is the question of where the DQ→DQpec transition occurs. Figure 5 answers this question by indicating which objects are DQs and which ones are DQpecs in a T eff − log C/He diagram. For this purpose, we needed a definition of the distinction between DQs and DQpecs. We thus performed two fits for each object, one in which the model grid includes a shift of the Swan bands and one in which the models assume that the Swan bands remain unperturbed by high-density effects. If the spectroscopic fit is significantly better when the shift is included, then the star is deemed a DQpec; otherwise, it is a DQ. As in the case of Figure 3 , objects with M < 0.45 M are ignored. Note also that many objects of the Coutu et al. (2019) sample are not shown in this figure as their low signal-to-noise spectra did not allow us to meaningfully distinguish between a DQ and a DQpec classification. Figure 5 shows that the DQ→DQpec transition occurs along a diagonal line in a T eff − log C/He diagram. Given the density-driven nature of the distortion of the C 2 Swan bands and the relation between the photospheric density and T eff and log C/He (Figure 4) , this result is not surprising. As indicated in Figure 5 , the distortion of the Swan bands (i.e., the DQpec phenomenon) starts to be detectable when the photospheric density (i.e., τ R = 2/3) exceeds ≈ 0.15 g cm −3 . There are however a few noteworthy exceptions to this pattern. SDSS J111341.33+014641.7, SDSS J133359.86+001654.8, SDSS J183500.21+642917.0, SDSS J223224.00-074434.3 and SDSS J225901.16+215843.9 are DQpec stars that have photospheric densities significantly below the 0.15 g cm −3 threshold. 4 Those five objects were already identified in Section 3.1 as objects for which our models underestimate the Swan bands shift. As explained above, it remains unclear whether this is due to our limited understanding of the behaviour of Swan bands under highdensity conditions or to the presence of strong magnetic fields that alter the structure and opacities of those objects.
Another outlier is G 99−37 (GJ 1086), which shows undistorted Swan bands despite being surrounded by DQpec objects in Figure 5 . This is probably explained by the presence of hydrogen in its atmosphere (G 99−37 has a CH G band), which lowers its photospheric density. However, we note that this phenomenon is still not fully understood, as the hydrogen abundance required to match the CH G band is insufficient to inhibit the distortion of the C 2 Swan bands (Blouin et al. 2019, Section 3.3.2) .
CONCLUSIONS
A detailed star-by-star analysis of cool carbon-polluted white dwarfs was presented. We obtained good spectroscopic fits for the majority of objects in our sample, including cool DQs with very strong Swan bands and DQpec white dwarfs with strongly shifted bands. Our analysis reveals that cool DQ/DQpec stars follow the two evolutionary sequences previously identified at higher effective temperatures. A large fraction of objects appear to be white dwarfs that have dredged-up carbon from their cores and a smaller fraction could be descendants of Hot DQs. Our results imply that DQpecs represent the evolved versions of DQ white dwarfs no matter what the origin of carbon in those stars was.
For most objects, we find that the DQ→DQpec transition occurs when the photospheric density reaches ≈ 0.15 g cm −3 . However, a few heavily polluted objects do not follow this trend and display distorted Swan bands even if their photospheric densities are significantly below 0.15 g cm −3 . This behaviour might be due to the presence of strong magnetic fields that can distort molecular bands. More efforts on both the observational and theoretical fronts are needed to clarify the nature of those objects. The number of DQpec white dwarfs for which spectropolarimetric data is available remains limited and the precise impact of strong magnetic fields on the C 2 Swan bands is unclear.
